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The family being the basic unit of a community should adhere to existing rules, ordinances and laws that
govern the society or a country. But it is extremely amusing to see Miles Teller , who played Woodley's first
love last year in the wonderful " The Spectacular Now ," serve as her enemy here as the conniving fellow
initiate Peter. Being divergent is dangerous. Advertisement At the annual Choosing Ceremony, where the
teens use their test results to pick the faction they want to join for the rest of their livesâ€”like the last night of
sorority rush, mixed with the "Harry Potter" sorting hatâ€”Beatrice dares to choose Dauntless. She's got pieces
of a few different places in her, which makes her what's known as Divergent, which makes her dangerous.
Renaming herself Tris, our heroine must learn how to fight, shoot, jump from moving trains, throw knives and
control her mind in a series of harrowing simulations, all while competing against a couple dozen other
initiates in a demanding ranking system. The characters make me feel sympathetic. Furthermore, children and
the youth must be educated to maintain a harmonious relationship with their fellow citizens. He was great!
The social norms should be followed and observed by the citizens. Junkie XL does it. Not the best score ever,
but it gets the job done and is appropriate for the film. The mutual respect must be practiced and observed at
all times in the community, at work, school and in other public places. One conflict is she has to do good in
fighting to make it into dauntless. This means she can never see her family again. So it's all too appropriate
that the film version of the wildly popular young adult novel struggles a bit to assert itself as it seeks to appeal
to the widest possible audience. I like the determination that she shows in order arrive the training and keep
being a part of the Dauntless group. Similarly, the supporting figures who had identifiable personalities in the
book mostly blend into the background here, including Tris' best friend, Christina Zoe Kravitz. Children are
often served with junk foods containing less to no nutrients, thats the reason why many of them are
malnourished. There is more than one conflict in this book. The Amity are happy, hippie farmers who dress in
shades of sorbet. All causes of stress should be communicated to each other in order to collectively resolve
any issues and problems that arises in any member of the family. The inevitable sequel will show us what else
she's got in her. Finally, it can be concluded that all aspects must be in harmony in order to achieve optimum
level of wellness. At an undisclosed age sixteen according to the book , each member must choose between
the path of an intellect, a farmer, a public servant, a politician, or a soldier. And the pierced-and-tatted
Dauntless are the brave soldiers who protect the city from â€¦ who knows what? He and Woodley have an easy
chemistry with each other, but the romance that took its time and smoldered on the page feels a bit rushed on
the screen. The cinematography was gorgeous! In relation to social hindrances, every family should observe
open communication within the family members.


